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The secret to movement marketing? Your customers want to make a difference “Scott Goodson and his StrawberryFrog colleagues have found the secret to plugging into
Purpose with a capital P: find out what moves people to action, then create a way to support and enhance that movement with your product, service, or craft. I call that a winning
strategy.” —Daniel H. Pink, author of Drive and A Whole New Mind “Want to change your customers’ buying habits? Want to change the world? Stop marketing, read this book,
roll up your sleeves, and start a movement.” —Sally Hogshead, author of Fascinate and creator of HowToFascinate.com “Essential stuff. One of the smartest thinkers on
branding on one of the most important developments in that critical intersection between culture and marketing.” —Adam Morgan, author of Eating the Big Fish and The Pirate
Inside “A well-researched and insightful book that will hopefully spark a movement against traditional, stodgy marketing. A must-read for the new generation of marketers who
will be defining tomorrow’s marketing landscape.” —Boutros Boutros, Senior Vice President, Emirates Airline About the Book: Movement marketing is changing the world. It’s the
new way forward for anyone trying to win customers’ loyalty, influence public opinion, and even change the world. In Uprising, Scott Goodson, founder and CEO of
StrawberryFrog, the world’s first cultural movement agency, shows how your idea or organization can successfully ride this wave of cultural movements to authentically connect
to the lives and passions of people everywhere. We are in the midst of a profound cultural transformation in which technology is making it easier than ever for anyone to share
ideas, goals, and interests. Working with companies and brands ranging from SmartCar to Pampers to Jim Beam to India’s Mahindra Group, StrawberryFrog and Goodson have
led a paradigm focal shift away from one-on-one selling to sharing. Using client case studies and contributions from a global team of movement marketing forerunners—among
them, political guru Mark McKinnon; Lee Clow, creative chief at TBWA/Chiat/Day; Apple evangelist Guy Kawasaki; and Marty Cooke, who helped make yellow LIVESTRONG
bracelets synonymous with the fight against cancer—Goodson details why and how individuals and companies are embracing the movement phenomenon. He then applies these
insights to practical steps that you can take right now to reach people through what matters most to them, including: Stop talking about yourself—let the movement control your
message Home in on the core objectives of your concept or brand—and align these values with what people are for (or against) “Light the spark”—create a culture within your
organization that can embrace and drive a movement Leverage your assets—content, events, expertise, connecting platforms—to give people tools to spread your gospel Adjust
concepts to travel across borders and link people across cultural boundaries The examples and guidance in this book will prepare you to find, connect to, and even lead the next
big movement. What happens next is up to you. Get up. Go out. And create a brand Uprising of your own.
This innovative book answers senior tennis health questions and has over 200 links to the latest research. Knowledge about our body is vital if you want to enjoy life and senior
sport. What do the experts say about the Secrets of Living Longer? How can you keep your body in harmony physically? What foods should I eat and what foods should I avoid?
For previous readers, this new edition is completed updated and has links to the latest information on preventing ageing. Whether you are a senior athlete like me or a person
who wants to live healthy, this is the book for you. This is what the book covers: Why can't I get rid of that spare tyre? Commercial interests and obesity. Foods to eat and foods
to avoid. How can I maintain my body so that I don't get old and frail? Where is the best information about Senior's health to be found? When is the right time to start reversing
ageing? The secret of countering ageing. Who should I believe for advice about countering ageing? What do I need to do to stay healthy mentally? What exercises do I need to
do to stay healthy? Death by a Thousand Cuts and Looking after my body checklist.
The essential diet and fitness guide to lean, ripped abs—including a results-driven 4-week program to lose weight, strengthen your core, and chisel your entire body Call it a spare
tire, muffin top, or paunch. Men and women consistently cite their belly as their biggest problem area—and it is often the toughest final pounds to lose. Not anymore! Whether
readers’ eating habits have been affected by stress, their bodies have changed with age, or they’re constantly doing crunches without results, it’s time to blast belly fat the right
way. Using the comprehensive, week-by-week eating and exercise plan, readers can lose up to 20 pounds in 6 weeks—and keep it off, forever. Including a step-by-step, 4-week
eating and exercise plan, easy-to-prepare recipes, and hundreds of exercises, The Men’s Health Big Book of Abs is the ultimate guide to a leaner, fitter, sexier body.
Lose Weight, Gain Energy, and Feel Amazing with Your Nutri Ninja! In this book, you'll learn how get the most from your Nutri Ninja! You'll find out why you should eat healthy
and discover a wealth of easy, healthy, and delicious recipes. Your Nutri Ninja makes it simple and easy to give family fresh, tasty, and nutritious meals - on the go! Nutri Ninja
recipes are quick enough for healthy everyday snacking and delicious enough for parties and holiday gatherings. Your friends and family will be amazed by your tasty, guilt-free
treats! You'll also find that Nutri Ninja smoothies are an invigorating treat after a good workout. By using this incredible device to eat more raw, wholesome foods, you can give
your body what it needs. It's time to power-up your daily life! Here's what you'll learn from this fascinating book: Easy Nutri Ninja Weight Loss Tips How to Regain Essential
Nutrients Body Detoxification Strategies How to Get More Raw Foods and Nutrients - Everyday! Nutrition and Exercise Tips for Better Sleep Smoothie Tips for Better Hydration
How to Get the Goodness of an Entire Vegetable or Fruit! Why Your Nutri Ninja Gives You More Nutrients Than Juicers How to Get More Energy Without Spiking Your Glucose
Levels Read this book for FREE on Kindle Unlimited - Download Now! You'll love these Nutri Ninja Smoothie Recipes! Amber Creamy Delight Berry Decent Workout Drink
Pineapple Craze Sultry Papaya Milkshake Thrilling Kiwi Charmer and many more! Don't wait - Read Nutri Ninja Recipe Book Today!
"This book, from the International Psycho-oncology Society, is the second in a series of brief Companion Guides for Clinicians. The series editors identified a need for a guide to
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focus on the impact of cancer and oncology treatments on sexual health, fertility and relationships. The topic is approached from a psycho-oncology perspective, i.e. placing the
emotional, behavioural and social elements at the centre of the topics covered in the chapters.The aim is to describe approaches and treatments that can be utilised by cancer
clinicians, mental health professionals, psycho-oncologists in training and allied psychosocial oncology professionals. It emphasises the importance of multidisciplinary care. The
guide is not intended to replace national clinical guidelines and policies but gives a more generic international overview of the important factors and elements that need to be
considered when dealing with sexual health, fertility and associated relationship issues for cancer patients at all points on the treatment trajectory. Topics include: management of
sexual health; onco-fertility care; relationship issues. It covers standards of good practice across all cancer patients, as well as focussing on the needs of individuals, couples,
young people and LGBT groups in a pragmatic format for use in everyday practice.Assessment methods are covered, alongside psychological treatments, covering a wide range
of patient ages and types of cancer. Policies, service issues, legal, ethical, confidentiality and communication issues are also covered.This brief pocketbook manual can be used
for quick reference. This will suit oncology professionals who decide to look further into a topic on a case-by-case or problem-focussed basis as they undertake clinical work"-Maggie Lamond Simone details her experience with recovery from Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder and addiction. Her painful journey provides insight for the thousands of others
who similarly cut, starve, pick, drink, pluck, purge, and otherwise hurt themselves in private in order to survive in public. She also explores the issues of substance abuse, anxiety,
and depression that commonly occur with OCD. Maggie Lamond Simone is an award-winning columnist and author. Her first column anthology, From Beer to Maternity, was
released in November 2009. She has a black belt in Kenpo karate and a master's degree from the Newhouse School of Public Policy.
Restore your pH balance and live a healthier life Our caveman ancestors followed a diet full of fresh fruits and vegetables, nuts, and legumes, but with time and the advent of
agriculture, our diets changed drastically to include grains, dairy products, salt, and large quantities of meat. These new foods altered the level of acid in our diets, disrupting our
ideal pH balance and increasing the loss of essential minerals, making us more prone to illness. This easy-to-follow guide shows you how a simple change in diet to restore your
body's crucial pH balance can help you lose weight, combat aging, and keep you healthy! Acid Alkaline Diet For Dummies covers the gamut of this healthy lifestyle choice, from
the symptoms of a high acid diet to the food you should have on hand to implement an acid alkaline diet—and everything in between. Covers food to avoid and food with a high
alkaline quality Discusses how to lose weight with the acid alkaline diet Offers trusted guidance on how the acid alkaline diet can prevent illnesses like brain disorders, asthma,
heart disease, diabetes, arthritis, and many more Includes 40+ healthy recipes to help balance your pH Acid Alkaline Diet For Dummies is essential reading for the millions of
people with health problems interested in combating illness with a holistic, successful lifestyle change.
Traditional Chinese edition of Rising Strong: The Reckoning. The Rumble. The Revolution by Bren Brown. A No. 1 New York Times bestseller and an Amazon Best Book of
August 2015.
Get More Essential Nutrients with Nutribullet! Are you ready to make the most delicious and mouthwatering smoothies ever? Do you want to maximize your health and nutrition?
Would you like to give your family invigorating quick meals made from natural ingredients? Nutribullet Recipe Book: Smoothie Recipes For Detoxing, Weight Loss, And Vibrant
Health explains how this remarkable device extracts all the nutrients from your food, leading to better body function. The Nutribullet can handle even the toughest ingredients so
you get the absolute most from every meal. Get ready to enjoy a wealth of delicious recipes with your Nutribullet! When you incorporate Nutribullet smoothies into your everyday
life, you'll be amazed at the positive changes you can experience. You can improve your cardiovascular and immune health, get clearer skin, and watch the pounds fall away. In
addition to fitness and weight loss, you'll also detox your body and improve your digestion! In Nutribullet Recipe Book: Smoothie Recipes For Detoxing, Weight Loss, And Vibrant
Health, you'll discover how the two Nutribullet blades can handle everything from dry ingredients to slippery fruits and the toughest vegetables. This versatile kitchen solution can
handle even the most stubborn ingredients - and it's easy to clean! Here's a preview of what you'll get from this book: An Introduction to the Nutribullet An Overview of the Many
Benefits of Smoothies Nutribullet Smoothie Detox Recipes Weight Loss Nutribullet Recipes Nutribullet Recipes for Radiant Skin Heart Health Nutribullet Recipes Nutribullet
Recipes for a Stronger Immune System You'll enjoy Watermelon and Mango Shakes, Lime Juice and Honeydew Smoothies, and the Cleansing Detox Blast! Don't delay - Read
Nutribullet Recipe Book: Smoothie Recipes For Detoxing, Weight Loss, And Vibrant Health right away! You'll be so glad you did!
All the information you need after mastectomy and breast reconstruction surgery so that you can focus on what matters most: healing and staying well. Why am I so tired all the
time? What about these drains? Should I worry about lymphedema? Your mastectomy (with or without reconstruction) doesnít end when you leave the operating room. In Now
What?, Amy Curran Baker, an occupational therapist who has had a double mastectomy and direct to implant breast reconstruction, and her co-authors, two registered nurses,
answer all of your post-surgery questions in this comprehensive and empowering guide. Now What? helps you: Consider your options and make the decisions that are best for
you Deal with frozen shoulder syndrome, wound care, swollen lymph nodes, and other side effects of mastectomy Organize the nitty-gritty issues of wound management post-op
care with helpful charts and logs Hear real stories from other breast cancer survivors who have had a mastectomy
Lance Edward Armstrong (born Lance Edward Gunderson on September 18, 1971) is a former American professional road racing cyclist. At age 16, Armstrong began competing
as a triathlete and was a national sprint-course triathlon champion in 1989 and 1990. In 1992, Armstrong began his career as a professional cyclist with the Motorola team. He
had notable success between 1993 and 1996 with the World Championship in 1993, the Cl
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Cyndi Dale's The Subtle Body has become the go-to reference guide for anyone who wants to learn about the many varieties of energy healing. With The Subtle Body Practice
Manual, she offers an equally valuable resource: a practical instruction manual for putting energy healing into action. Filled with lucid information, step-by-step guidance,
diagrams, and key insights, here is an expansive how-to manual that covers practices from a vast range of holistic healing and energy medicine traditions, including: The six core
energy techniques that every healer should know Energetic diagnosis practices to determine which kind of modality will be most effective for specific health issues Setting strong
and flexible energetic boundaries, with special guidance for those in the healing professions Techniques for working with the subtle aspects of the body, emotions, and the
subconscious mind Dozens of practices for healing through the chakras, the meridians, chi, breathwork, auric fields, sacred geometry, acupressure, music, and much more As
Cyndi Dale writes, all medicine is energy medicine—which is why subtle energy practices can be used to complement and enhance any approach to healing or self-care.
Presented with Cyndi Dale's thorough scholarship and clear writing style, The Subtle Body Practice Manual provides professionals and laypersons alike with an indispensible
resource on the many varieties and applications of energetic care—so you can begin using these powerful practices in your own life.
ABOUT THE BOOK Lance Edward Armstrong, born in Plano, TX, on September 18, 1971, had a difficult childhood. His mother, Linda Mooneyham, was a high-school student
with dreams of joining drill team and going to college. Instead, she found herself a newly married, 16-year-old dropout. Lance’s biological father, Eddie Gunderson, was a
reluctant father and abusive husband. When Lance was two years old, Mooneyham divorced Gunderson, and not long after, married salesman Terry Armstrong. The restless and
rambunctious boy never bonded with his stern and abusive stepfather, although the elder Armstrong was present for the greater part of his childhood. Biographer John
Wilcockson believes Lance Armstrong’s rocky relationship with his stepfather, though in some ways traumatic, was key to his development as a world-class athlete: “I believe
that the 14 years he was Lance's dad was a very interesting period. That's when the making of Lance as a champion happened.” MEET THE AUTHOR Anita has been writing for
pay for about 15 years now. She’s fluent in a variety of styles--journalistic, academic, scientific, technical; and across a variety of media--print, web, social. She likes to think
outside the box, while still keeping track of how far she’s pushed the envelope. In addition to writing and editing, she enjoys designing layouts and graphics. Long ago, she was a
sponsored athlete and speed freak. Nowadays, she prefers the pursuit of inner peace through yoga and tai qi. She grew up in the Bay Area of California back when Silicon Valley
was prune orchards and garlic fields, graduating from San Leandro High and then U.C. Davis. After a decade of living in the Pacific Northwest, she’s now happily settled in Salt
Lake City, UT—although she does miss the seafood. She shares her home with Molly and Linus, a pair of dogs devoted to teaching her about enjoying life to the fullest.
EXCERPT FROM THE BOOK During his recovery and rehabilitation, Armstrong met the second important woman in his life. Kristin Richard was working for a public relations
firm in Austin when she met Armstrong at a charity event. A year later they married, she quit her job, and they moved to the French Riviera. While Armstrong was returning to the
rigors of being a professional athlete, Richard stayed home to raise their three children: Luke, born in October 1999, and twin daughters Isabelle and Grace, born in 2001. All
three children were conceived via in vitro fertilization, using sperm stored before Armstrong underwent chemotherapy. The marriage between the “picture-perfect couple” ended
with divorce in 2003. Underrated, perhaps, in public opinion, is how Armstrong remains actively involved his first three children and on friendly terms with ex-wife Kristin Richard.
Buy a copy to keep reading!
More than an exercise guide, the book Eat. Lift. Thrive. acknowledges and addresses the relationship women have with fitness and food. Popular trainer and author Sohee Lee
shares her experience and strategies for overhauling mindset, eating habits, and training routines. Detailed instructions, color photos, and advice accompany Lee’s nutrition tips,
exercises, and 12-week program.
Jnawali and Da Mata's cheerful debut cookbook highlights the health benefits of Nepal's plants, spices and herbs in accessible vegetarian recipes. The book was developed
during a one-on-one, five-month culinary workshop that the Nepalese Jnawali taught to Da Mata, a Brazilian ayurvedic practitioner looking to incorporate Nepal's food-based
medicinal properties into her work. The central ingredients range from the ubiquitous-plain rice, corn, lentils-to the lesser known, such as cheura, a parboiled rice hand-beaten
with bran; and karela, a bitter gourd that's rich in calcium and potassium. The recommended preparations promote ease over precision and favor herbs, spices and plants
indigenous to Nepal. Despite the recipes' simplicity, Jnawali has grander goals: to promote the joy of cooking and to raise awareness of the value and convenience of Nepal's
local and seasonal foods. The smaller second section offers a glossary of spices and herbs, including their medicinal value, which can serve as a guide for readers intrigued by
how they're used in treatments in much of South Asia. The cheerful, appetizing photos and simple instructions will be helpful for beginners. Some readers, however, may not be
able to easily access many of the required ingredients (such as ghee, fenugreek and taro) at their local grocery store. They can still find some benefit, though, in the annexes at
the end of the book, which offer tips for skin and hair care and cures for all sorts of ailments; for example, garlic and onion juice can be used to soothe a toothache, and mashed
bananas to lessen a burn. For a committed novice looking to delve into the basics of Nepali cooking and health practices, this book is an excellent place to begin. This book is a
worthwhile choice for focused amateur chefs or holistic-minded readers.
The Miracle! In this book Nicholas presents you a practical, unique, subliminal, very simple, detailed method of how to Use Your Empath’s Gift and Live Strong, Fruitful and
Successful Life. You will feel the effects immediately and the results will appear very quickly! So it was in my case. You will not achieve fulfillment and happiness until YOU
become the architect of your own reality. Imagine that with a few moments each day, you could begin the powerful transformation toward complete control of your own life and
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well being through this unique, subliminal method combined with positive affirmations. The order of words is extremely important for every book written by Nicholas. These are
arranged to be traversed in a certain way so as to eliminate certain blockages in the human being, blockages that are bringing disease or failure on various plans. You don't need
a big chunk of your time or expensive programs. Everything is extremely simple! Health, money, prosperity, abundance, safety, stability, sociability, charisma, sexual vitality,
erotic attraction, will, optimism, perseverance, self-confidence, tenacity, courage, love, loving relationships, self-control, self-esteem, enthusiasm , refinement, intuition,
detachment, intelligence, mental calm, power of concentration, exceptional memory, aspiration, transcendence, wisdom, compassion. You have the ability to unlock your full
inner-potential and achieve your ultimate goals. This is the age-old secret of the financial elite, world class scholars, and Olympic champions. For example, when you watch the
Olympics, you'll find one consistency in all of the champions. Each one closes their eyes for a moment and clearly affirms & visualizes themselves completing the event flawlessly
just before starting. Then they win gold medals and become champions. That's merely one example of how the real power of mind can elevate you above any of life's challenges.
By reading this book, you will feel totally that life deserves to be lived and enjoyed every moment and that everything that you propose for yourself becomes easy for you to fulfill.
Nicholas will guide you to touch your longed-for dream and will make you see life from a new perspective, full of freshness and success. This book helps you step by step, in a
natural way, in just 3 minutes a day, to change your misguided way of thinking and to Use Your Empath’s Gift and Live Strong, Fruitful and Successful Life. (NOTE: For good,
Nicholas keep the price of the book as lower as he can, even if is a hard work behind this project. A significant portion of the earnings from the sale of the book are used for these
purposes: for charity, volunteer projects, nature restoration, and other inspired ideas to do good where it is needed. If you can not afford to buy the book please contact Nicholas
and he will give you a free copy.) You, also have a bonus in the pages of the book that makes you live your success by doing a seemingly trivial thing. You will feel the difference.
Yes. The Miracle is possible! Get Your Copy Now!
100 two-serving, easy and delicious low-carb recipes from hearty breakfasts to satisfying snacks to mouth-watering dinners—perfectly sized for both couples and singles following the keto diet.
Finally, keto recipes that are just the right size! Preparing your own meals is essential to succeeding on the keto diet. But the typical keto recipes usually serve four or more, and with the
average household size now less than three people, that’s just too much food, especially if your goal is to lose weight and are looking for help with portion control. In The Keto for Two
Cookbook, you will find 100 easy and delicious two-serving keto recipes to minimize waste and monitor your portions. It’s perfect for both singles and couples who are following the keto diet.
Including recipes for every meal of the day, this cookbook is full of fantastic and flavorful low-carb recipes that fit your appetite and help you maintain your keto goals.
Minas Chrysopoulo, MD, of the PRMA Plastic Surgery Center for Advanced Breast Reconstruction, highlights the book's strengths and offers a medical perspective on breast cancer and
reconstructive surgery. The extensively updated text includes new discussions of; innovative reconstructive procedures; contralateral mastectomy; the benefits and limitations of nipple- and
areola-sparing mastectomies; nipple delay procedure; patient-controlled tissue expansion; cohesive gel silicone implants; microsurgical advances that improve tissue flap procedures; fat
grafting; nipple reconstruction; nipple and areola tattooing; reconstruction with the BRAVA system; pregnancy after TRAM; male mastectomy and reconstruction; decision making and solving
cosmetic and medical post-op problems; surgical procedures that reduce the risk of cancer; the latest research data on mastectomy and reconstruction; and much more
"Providing comprehensive, current, and reliable information on breast cancer, this book, written by an experienced oncologist, a surgeon, and a breast cancer survivor, informs and inspires
readers, wherever they are in the breast cancer experience. Patient stories, essays from medical specialists, and illustrations add clarity and insight"-This is a relationship recovery guidebook that teaches couples who are currently experiencing damage and dysfunction in their marriage how to have healthy and functioning marriages. This is
an excellent book for those who are dealing with abuse, addiction, co-dependency, divorce, illness, infidelity, love addiction, low self-esteem, sexual assault and more. We teach people how to
work through the darkest times of their life to achieve love and happiness.
Since the now-ubiquitous LIVESTRONG wristbands became available in May 2004, the Lance Armstrong Foundation, founded by cancer survivor and cycling champion Lance Armstrong, has
raised more than $50 million for cancer survivorship programmes. Here for the first time is a collection of the voices and personal stories of a range of cancer survivors. There is Mike, a male
survivor of breast cancer, who talks about gender stereotypes and genetic testing. Eric, the father of a five-year old brain tumour survivor, recalls how friends and strangers helped his family
with financial issues and how the experience brought him and his wife closer together. From cancer's effect on a marriage, to coping with grief; from financial and work struggles to insight into
how cancer can change the parent-child relationship irrevocably, this reassuring, poignant and ultimately uplifting book sheds light on all aspects of living with and after cancer.
The most comprehensive holistic guide to transforming adult ADD / ADHD. "The Drummer and the Great Mountain - A Guidebook to Transforming Adult ADD/ADHD" starts with the premise
that ADD/ADHD is a neurological type, not a disorder -- shared by countless artists and great minds throughout history. It offers a soulful, comprehensive, and holistic support system for
creative individuals looking to maximize their potential and minimize their challenges with focus and consistency. Topics covered: Nutrition, Exercise, Emotional Support Tools, Time
Management, Life Visioning, Creating Effective Support Systems, ADD / ADHD and Addiction, Meditation and Mindfulness Practices, and much more. Who Can Benefit: 1. Anyone diagnosed
(or self-diagnosed) with ADD / ADHD. 2. Artists, musicians, entrepreneurs, and creative-types who struggle with consistency, structure, self-motivation, and possibly addictive tendencies. 3.
People taking ADD / ADHD medication who are looking for effective, natural alternatives. 4. Social Workers, therapists, and wellness professionals seeking a comprehensive support plan for
their clients. 5. Spouses, partners, and parents looking for ways to effectively support their loved ones. 6. Teachers, life coaches and support professionals wanting to discover more in-depth
tools of support. "The Drummer and the Great Mountain is an informative, practical guidebook for those of us with the artistic or entrepreneurial temperament, offering a treasure trove of
survival tools, personal growth techniques and coping mechanisms for a personality type that can often be at odds with our linear, rational society." ~ Warren Goldie, Author “This book seems
to not only span the whole spectrum of the ADD/ADHD subject but pierces deeply, bringing into focus the essential value of each part of our lives to augment – even perfect – our given
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natures; no matter how unique, rare or misunderstood.” ~ Doro Kiley, Life Coach “Michael has taken a deeper look at how the foods we eat affect our brain chemistry. He has done a beautiful
job explaining this phenomenon in clear and understandable terms; offering a realistic roadmap on how to recognize and take control of detrimental dietary patterns.” ~ Jennifer Copyak,
Nutritionist
Cancer hits hard at any age, but it is especially challenging for teens who must battle their disease while negotiating the tricky terrain of adolescence. This book explores the range of
challenges cancer places on both teens who have cancer and teens who have friends or family members with cancer. Denise Thornton follows cancer's devastating path through a teen's life
from diagnosis to treatment and survivorship, with special attention to how cancer can affect relations with friends and family, and its impact on school life. Living with Cancer explores the toll
cancer can take on self image and looks at how teens facing cancer have found a sense of balance and control. Each chapter takes advantage of expert knowledge and new information that
is continually coming to light, but the bulk of the book is made up of narratives shared by teens whose lives have been changed by cancer. This book will prove immensely useful for teens who
are facing cancer, as well as friends and family members who want to understand and support them.
Boost your energy, build muscle, lose fat, and improve your performance with the best-selling sports nutrition guide! The fifth edition includes the latest research on hydration, vitamins,
supplements, energy drinks, organic foods, and balancing carbohydrate and protein intake for exercise and competition.

Smart women don’t grow older. They grow younger. A book of hope, Younger Next Year for Women shows you how to become functionally younger for the next five to ten
years, and continue to live thereafter with newfound vitality. Learn how the Younger Next Year plan of following “Harry’s Rules”—a program of exercise, diet, and maintaining
emotional connections—will not only help you turn back your physical biological clock, but will improve memory, cognition, mood, and more. In two new chapters, prominent
neurologist Allan Hamilton explains how the program directly affects your brain—all the way down to the cellular level—while Chris Crowley, in his inimitable voice, gives the
personal side of the story. In other words, how to live brilliantly for the three decades or more after menopause. The results will be amazing.
The must-read summary of Jonah Berger's book: "Contagious: Why Things Catch On". This complete summary of the ideas from Jonah Berger's book "Contagious: Why Things
Catch On" reveals the six key principles that make a product or an idea contagious. As well as sharing stories of real-life companies from his extensive research, the author
provides a set of specialised techniques that you can use to spread information and get your message across to as many people as possible. Added-value of this summary: •
Save time • Understand the essential techniques • Expand your communication skills To learn more, read “Contagious: Why Things Catch On" and find out how you can make
your information as contagious as possible!
The keto diet is easier than ever with these 200 hacks, tips, and tricks to adapting the keto diet to your lifestyle! Despite our best effort, not every diet is sustainable. The chances
are that the more restricted you feel in your diet, the more likely you will fall back into poor eating habits, no matter what your best intentions are. While the keto diet has been
lauded as a wonderful way to lose weight, calm inflammation, and fight some diseases, it can certainly be difficult to stick to. In Keto Diet Hacks you will discover 200 tips and
tricks to make the keto diet work better for you including: -Ordering your favorite burger at the drive-thru but skipping the bun and sauce -Adding butter to your coffee to get more
fat -Freezing cauliflower in muffin tins for easy pre-proportioned meals -Trying intermittent fasting when the weight plateau hits -And more! These simple, clever, and, easy-tofollow keto hacks will keep you feeling healthy and strong so you can experience all the healthy benefits of the keto diet on your own terms.
I am a survivor of many serious Illnesses, and this book details them from their infancy until total recovery; which was a miracle of divine healing! And there are others with similar
stories. This book is written to encourage people who are going through what I have experienced; even those who have encountered illness such as I have and live to tell about
it! From the resource for cancer survivors of Lance Armstrong Foundation “LIVESTRONG” which states, “Every Survivor knows something that can benefit another Survivor,
and these stories are full of wisdom and first-hand information. The stories are incredibly honest. The Survivors offer comfort, knowledge and opinion that only Survivors can
give.” Therefore, this very statement speaks my sentiment when I recall the miracles; and the summary of near death encounters is explained in detail in the stories in this book!
The true testimonies which are shared in the contents of this book are miracles which are told repeatedly just as they happen! I chose to write about my experiences because
there are hundreds and thousands like me, who have had a life changing experience; having come to seemingly the end of this life, but eternity continued, and I like others was
given another chance to make corrections, and then another chance, an another one! Any extension on life as we know it should be appreciated and cherished! Having been
given as many chances to continue life here in Earth as I have, I felt it should be told with a great shout of joy! The inevitability was put on hold, until the miracle of the purpose of
my life is fulfilled; and that is the completion of the miracle of the divine call answered. I been sustained to be a testimony and proclaim the “Word of GOD!” I have been given a
chance to witness Jesus Christ; and that I have done, and am doing, and will continue to do until the final roll call, that I must answer, and I cannot avoid!
The essential diet and fitness guide to lean, sexy abs-including a results-driven 4-week program to lose weight, strengthen your core, and tone your entire body. Call it a spare
tire, muffin top, or paunch. Men and women consistently cite their belly as their biggest problem area-and it is often the toughest final pounds to lose. Not anymore! Whether
readers' eating habits have been affected by stress, their bodies have changed with age, or they're constantly doing crunches without results, it's time to blast belly fat the right
way. Using the comprehensive, week-by-week eating and exercise plan, readers can lose up to 20 pounds in 4 weeks-and keep it off, forever. The Women's Health Big Book of
Abs special features include: - A delicious, easy-to-follow diet that includes satisfying carbs! - A special section on the best pre- and post-pregnancy workouts - Hundreds of tips
on how to reveal a lean, flat belly and bikini-worthy body! Including a step-by-step, 4-week eating and exercise plan, easy-to-prepare recipes, and hundreds of exercises, The
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Men's Health Big Book of Abs and The Women's Health Big Book of Abs by Adam Bornstein and the Editors of Women's Health is the ultimate guide to a leaner, fitter, sexier
body-starting with your core.
Boost energy, lose fat, build muscle, and improve your performance with the best-selling nutrition guide for active people! In Nancy Clark’s Sports Nutrition Guidebook, you’ll get
real-world advice from an internationally respected and trusted sports nutritionist. You’ll find the latest research and information on what to eat before, during, and after exercise;
sport drinks and energy foods; popular trends like keto and gluten-free diets; when and how much carbohydrate to eat; meal patterns that fit your training schedule; sustainability;
and digestive issues. You’ll learn practical tips regarding vegan, diabetic, gluten-free, low-FODMAP, and bariatric diets. You’ll also find help for athletes with anorexia and bingeeating disorders. You'll learn how to resolve confusion about what to on a daily basis so you can make healthy and informed dietary decisions for yourself and your busy family.
Clark's practical suggestions for eating on the go will help you make good choices in any restaurant, café, drive-through, or convenience store. Learn what to eat before and
during exercise and events, how to refuel for optimal recovery, and what athletes need to know about relative energy deficiency in sport (RED-S). With 89 family-friendly recipes,
you’ll find plenty of meals to fuel performance that you can make right in your own kitchen. Whether you’re preparing for competition or simply fueling your active lifestyle, Nancy
Clark’s Sports Nutrition Guidebook will show you how to get maximum benefit from the foods you choose and the meals you make. Why settle for your current athletic level when
a good fueling program can help you perform even better?
Are you a guy who's interested in building rock hard muscle, erasing your belly fat, boosting your testosterone, and having more mind-blowing sex than you thought possible? If
so, then Man 2.0: Engineering the Alpha was written specifically for you... In his new book, celebrity trainer and Men's Health expert John 'Roman' Romaniello teams up with
expert Adam Bornstein, former editor for both Men's Health and LIVESTRONG. Together, they reveal the secrets they've discovered that will give any man—no matter how old
you are—a chiseled body that will turn heads everywhere you go. You know the kind of body I'm talking about. The kind of body that women seem to drool and stare at when
they're at the beach with their girlfriends... As a former 'fat guy,' Roman struggled for years to find a workout and diet that would give him the body he always wanted. By using
the very secrets you'll find in this book—techniques he's spent 10 years perfecting—he overcame his 'fat genes' and boasts a lean and ripped body—the kind that could be (and has
been) seen on the cover of magazines. And the best part is—you don't have to kill yourself to get this body. Man 2.0: Engineering the Alpha will show you exactly how to get the
body you've always wanted without starving yourself and without spending 2 hours in the gym every day. And for all of the guys out there wondering... YES! Man 2.0: Engineering
the Alpha will even work for guys in their 30s, 40s, and 50s... Getting lean, ripped, and strong is not just for young guys! In Man 2.0: Engineering the Alpha, Romaniello and Adam
Bornstein present proven, powerful ways for men to improve physical, emotional, sexual, and psychological health. From research in Olympic labs to real-life results with their
clients, they are reinventing masculinity and showing every man how to become exactly who he wants to be... If you're ready to build strong, defined muscles, burn away your
belly fat, boost your testosterone, and start experiencing more mind blowing sex than you ever thought was possible—then grab your copy of Man 2.0: Engineering the Alpha
now...
Are you ready to tackle the challenges in your life? Have you hit procrastination station? Are you black and blue from trying to (unsuccessfully) roll with the punches that life
throws at you? Are you ready to adopt a new way of dealing with the issues in your life that seem insurmountable? Then you've hit on the right book. "Rise Above: 7 Strategies to
Crush Adversity," takes you step-by-step on an actionable path that can help you tackle any obstacle that comes your way. Forget everyone else and focus on you But that
sounds selfish, you say. That's not how I was raised. Well, yes. That's not how you were raised to play in the sandbox or taught how to share your toys, but when it comes to your
goals and the obstacles you face in achieving them, you must focus on you and stop comparing yourself with others or trying to keep up with the Joneses. And author Nate
Miyaki can help you do just that in this book, by reminding you what's important in life and teaching you how to rid yourself of negative thought patterns. Does my ego look fat in
this? Or: What will everyone else think of me if I try and go after what I truly want? Yes. It's time to stop worrying about what everyone else thinks of you. As much as we think
everyone cares about what we're doing, thinking, wearing or how we're behaving, they're really not, says Miyaki. And when you can master this, the revelation will free you up to
pursue your goals with gusto. The knowledge won't make the climb any quicker, but you'll at least be able to make the journey with a smile on your face. Seriously, though, who
is this Nate Miyaki guy and why should I listen to him? Miyaki is an author, athlete, and public speaker who for corporate wellness programs and health and fitness seminars. He
also works with private clients - from athletes to business professionals. He's met his own life challenges head on, and aside from being requested as a speaker, he's also shared
his wisdom in The Huffington Post, Men's Fitness, Men's Health, Shape, Muscle & Fitness, and Livestrong. Now, he's sharing it here with you. So what are you waiting for? Read
"Rise Above: 7 Strategies to Crush Adversity" now.
Presents a four-week exercise plan for women which specifically targets the abdominal area and includes workouts for different fitness levels.
J. R. Moehringer, a Pulitzer Prize–winning feature writer and the author of The Tender Bar, has selected the best in sports writing from the past year. Chosen from more than 350
national, regional, and specialty publications and, increasingly, the top sports blogs, this collection showcases those journalists who are at the top of their game.
A must-read book for anyone who is going through cancer treatment, survivors, the people who care about them, and those who are interested in living a long life without cancer.
Aging is a major carcinogen! But why is aging such a threat to you getting cancer? It's simple - the longer you live, the more errors you genes accumulate. So how can you
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prevent cancer, while getting older? In Live Long, Live Stronger: An Integrative Approach to Cancer Care and Prevention, Dr. Mao, along with Frances Lam, L.Ac., shares his
30-plus years of experience in integrative oncology. They present evidence-based treatment modalities, including acupuncture and Chinese herbal medicine, diet and nutrition,
mind-body practice of qi gong and meditation. All these treatments have been used effectively to reduce side effects of chemotherapy and radiation, boost energy and vitality,
and restore healthy functions in patients' immune system. Equally important, the book reveals preventative steps everyone can take to lower his or her lifetime cancer risks, as
well as decrease the reoccurance rates of cancer survivors. They show you that while getting older is inevitable, aging is not! This book also includes personal stories of patients'
cancer journey to inspire the most important healing power within - the human spirit!
As the role of sport in society becomes ever more prominent and as sports organisations become increasingly influential members of the global community, so it has become
more important than ever for sport to consider its wider social responsibilities. The Routledge Handbook of Sport and Corporate Social Responsibility is the first book to offer a
comprehensive survey of theories and concepts of CSR as applied to sport, and the social, ethical and environmental aspects of sport business and management. It offers an
overview of perspectives and approaches to CSR in sport, examines the unique features of the sport industry in relation to CSR, explores the tools, models, common pitfalls and
examples of best practice on which managers can draw, and discusses how CSR and corporate citizenship can be integrated into the sport management curriculum. The book
covers every key issue and functional area, including implementation, strategic benefits, communication and corporate image, stakeholder engagement, and the measurement
and evaluation of CSR policies and practices, and includes detailed international case studies, from the NBA and the Olympic Games to Japanese soccer. The Routledge
Handbook of Sport and Corporate Social Responsibility is important reading for any student, researcher, manager or policy maker with an interest in sport business,
management, ethics or development.
A champion cyclist and cancer-survivor offers a first-person photo-journal of his 2009 comeback season, during which he helped promote a global cancer-awareness campaign,
in a book with behind-the-scenes photos and stunning four-color shots of racing action.
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